Update on Issue as on 04.08.2016
To follow up the issues, an informal meeting was held with Sh. Sanjay Dhar,
Under Secretary (BA-E) in Hon’ble Ministry of I & B. Update is as follows:
[1]. Tech vs LA grant of 5000-8000 scale w.e.f. 01/01/1996:
It is conveyed that despite persuasion by some individuals to send their case
ahead of ARTEE case, a decision is taken to send all OAs to Department of
Expenditure. File is in process and since Sh. Dhar was on leave all efforts will
be made to send the file to DoEXP through IFD in the coming week.
[2]. Tech (4K) for grant of 4500 scale w.e.f. 25/02/1999 for Tech joined upto
05/10/2007:
The decision is same in this also. A note was prepared and put up but
Dy.Secy. Sh. Ajay Joshi ji asked to prepare a exhaustive note with full OA
wise details. Again in this case the note is being modified with all details.
In this issue also it is expected that file will be sent to DoEXP in the next week
through IFD.
[3]. MACP Recovery due to 25/02/1999 Scales:
The Under Secretary was informed about the Meeting held Joint Secy. (Pers),
DoEXP on 03/08/2016. Under Secretary assured that information is received
from Prasar Bharati and now the reply of query will be sent to DoEXP.
[4]. Merger of SEA/EA and Sr.Tech/Tech.:
The issue discussed and it was informed that the issue is lingering one and it
should reach its logical conclusion. Under Secretary informed that we are
issuing a reminder to Prasar Bharati to send the revised proposal.
[5]. Reviewing the implementation of ACP for Applicants as per CAT verdict
OA 514/2002.
It was informed that DG(AIR) was delegated powers to review cases of
Applicants of cases for whom cases were pending in courts. DG(AIR) has no
powers to Review the cases of Applicants for whom the ACP is already
implemented.
[6]. Grant of Grade Pay 5400 to AEs completed 4 yrs. of service:
The Under Secretary informed that file for four OAs is sent to DoEXP and
expected to receive soon. He assured that Hon’ble MIB will explore the option
to extend this benefit to all eligible AEs without any Court Case.
The follow up on all above mentioned and other issues will continue and all
efforts will be made that issues reached finality like EA(5K) issue.
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